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INTRODUCTION 

Library management has become increasingly complex and challenging. 
Institutional', societal, and technological changes have produced strong 
pressures for libraries to change the way they deal with their client 
groups, their governing bodies, and their. internal operations. 

The most obvious pressure for change is the altered library economy. 
The recent high rate of 'inflation', the need to bring library salaries 
closer to those of similar professions, and the dramatic increase in cosis 
of library materials have moved libraries from the period of growth that 
characterized the 1960s, to a period of 'stabilization and in many cases, • 
decline. However, the economic traubles.that beset libraríes have some 
positive implication. Libçaries have been forced to re-examine and 
redefine their roles and to develop new systems  and procedures for
fulfilling those roles: And while the struggle to adapt to the new library 
economy continues, substantive advancements tinkle keen made. • 

A second factor faced by most larger libraries is ttre dramatic change 
in the physical and organizational dimensions of libraries since the late 

 1940s. The amount of world publishing has gnówn exponentially during this 
period, And major academic and research libraries  have attempted Co main-
tain collection strengths by radically increasing the size of their 

 collections. This has led'to multi-billion budgets; large staffs, new 
buildings, and increased organizational complexity. The masagerial process 
in turn has had to beéome more sophisticated, more technical, and less 
directly personal in order to contfol this rapid growth. Managers have ' 
focused on the building and control df major' research'collectioná. The 
currently emerging period of retrenchmeht or decline offera new challenges
requiring new organization and managerial responses.;  

Another pressure for Change involves ltbtaries' client groups, which 
have expanded in terms of diversified interests and, have fncreased the 
.intensity of their demands. 1ßs á•iesult, libraries' service requirements' 

 "'have tended to i. crease in both dimension and areas of specialization 
while net available resources have declined. A partial''eesponse to.these 
pressures has. been found in technological developments, whiçh have produced
at least the potential for,'reduced costs- in processing and cataloging 
materials and in operating some 'service.functions such as circulation. But, 
organizational responses with more immediate and substantive,impact still 
'are required: 

Finally,tthe changes in staffs' expect.etiois and demands regarding 
their role in library organitations have forced management tosmove.toward 
mord open•organiíati>Sns...Library managers, like, managers in,other•enter- 
prises, find it increasirlgly•difficult to maintain  controi'with traditional 
management 'styles. Staff are demanding increased, organizational attention 
to their'personal and professional needs and are developing mechanisms foi 
'c&ntributtng meaningfully to organizational chahge and renewal. While, this 



trend offers-opportunities for creative, positive change, it also creates 
tensions find frustrations for library managers accustomed to more traditional 
modes o,E aécpuntability, authority, responsibility, and'decision-making. 

''The, existence of these preseures'for change is aitply illustrated in 
library management literature. And while there are,no final answeis, the 
existence of these pressurés and tte'profession's response to then! hive 
greatly enriched thè'.literatui;e and have exp anded the•prectitidner's 
understa1tding of both.the limits and•the possibilties Of:dealing with 
the.fundamental issues facing library' managers. Approaches to these 
fundamental issu es can be grouped in the following general categoriesi'' 
Management of human-resources; administrative systems and procedures; . - 

 research    and development; hnd•organizational change. 

MANAGEMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES 

Because -libraries are labor intensive,the issues around leadership 
and management of hutan resources have received much attention during the  
last 10-15 years. The concerns cover a wide range, but of particular, 
interest are those that result. from the influencé of the applied behavioral 
sciences. These concerns focus on the individual within the organization 
and include issues of motivation, individual development, performance 
appraisal,  and supervisory style.

The traditional carrot/stick or reward/punishment view of staff 
motivation has given way to the view that individual self-fulfilment and 
the congruehEè of individual and organizational objectives are, for most 
staff,the more important motivatfowal forces., While this,view is no more'  
universalin libraries than in other kinds of organizations, the growth of 
its zcceptañce is illustrated in 'practice and in'the litetature. T he rise 

of the faculty' status movement in academic libraries is one obvious example 
of staff becoming more active participants in organiz ational change, and 

' develop'ment. But more important and widespread are the changes resulting 
 free-management's awareness that staff have much to contribute to the 

design of libraries' objectives, policies and procedures. There is sub- t 
stantial evidence in recent Library literature that staff and administrators 
are participating together.in resolving the fundamental,problems their 

.organizations face, and that they'pre increasingl* aware of each other's-. 
commitments to the organization and. of their potential to contribute 
meaningfully to the change process.' 

This process•of shared commitment and responsibility has created 
environments in which   individual gith.'èart proceed within a context of 
organizational grow th and in which the. skills and understanding of 
individual library,staff members can by more fully utilized, providing 
greater fulfillment to the individual while enhancing the performance of 
the Library. 'The growth of the individgal is no longer restriçted to 
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increased technical awareness, but includes the increased understanding of 
.the opportunities and Constraints facing libraries and the array of forces 
leading"to managerial decisions. Fuller involvement-can'and frequently 
does.lead library staffs to an expanded awareness of their part in the 
organization and of'their contributions both to a library's problems and' 
,to eolutidns. 

Innpvativeapproaches to performance appraisal are particularly 
illustrative of the changing climate in libraries. Peer review processes, 
6aáed on dual.,cöt%siderations of individual professional• growth and individual 
contriFlution tó organizational performance,.are one such approach. ,Another 

'is the rige'of goals-based performance review programs that move away from 
traditional reviews of i'ndividuals' personal characteristics, to review& of 
individuals' Actual jab accomplishments. Ofparticular sLgnifteance'is 
the rise,of téviéw processes that focus on prohlem-solving and planning, 
rather•,than onrmerely.identifying past successes and failures. Many of 
these processed'ieclude and even emphasize elements of carper counseling 
and staff developmet;t. 'What'appears to be happening is'a restructuring and 
reordering;of• many libraries' reward systems, ao that remedies are more 
important thattt'punishmedts;'the future is more important. than the past, and 
the 'opportunity for individuals to grow is moré-.important than the adminis- 
tration of salaries and wages. 

The preceding changes can occur only to the extent that library 
mana8ers and supervisors. allow them. The increase among academic libraries 
of faculty gernance.structures, the apparent stronger roles of committees 
and task forces; and the:increased agcognition•that management alone-cannot 
'solve the library's problems have Led to renewed consideration of the 
proper role of• managers. 'While individual leadership styles will' continue 

 ' to vary, managers are,inrreasingly turning to•their staffs for advice, 
couhsel, and feedback on major decisions:' This shift away, from the sotewhat 
more autocratic traditional leadership model is respondivm to both dtaff , 
and management needs and creates a"geed fora new set of leadership  
characteristics and skills,.including íiegot'iating among Diverge interebts,, 
communicating effectively within' the organization, and tolerating•some 
diffusion of power. Such  ,chànges may be more obvious when they occur' at
the top, but there is substantial .evidence that the same shifts'are occurring 
at the department and work unit level within°many libraries, and that not 
just 'managers, but front-line , supervisors also recognise the value rof
supportive, productive relationships for,getting the job done.

Another area of hbman resourcep recéiving increased attention s staff: 
, development. While l'ibraf'ies have traditionally        supported -personal 
 professional growth through tuition assistance plans•¿md support for, 

conferènce'attendance, these has been some Movement'toward Qperating devel= 
opmep~t and training programs,that provide skills and knowledge specifically
required by the organization: These programs range from formal training
in catalog filing to 'in struction In managément'skilla such as commun nication
servislon, and employee'counseling. 'In many cases, training programá ' 
have been developed and operated with ttse recognition that the devel opment 
of library staff is an impot'tant task in improving organizational pe rfprmance 
during periods of financial decline, particularly in labor.intensive 

' organizations. 



 

  

Another approach to filling libraries' needs for special skills and 
expertisetis the recruitment and utilisation of non-librarian technical and 
managerial specialists. .Iñ larger libraries this haw included specialists 
in personnel,-budgeting, planning, facilities, and automated systems. The 
number and range of these positions have increased' in recent years, particu-
larly in libraries that have grown substantially in dimension and complexity.' 
This trend indicates a realization that a range of non-libráry skills is 
needed, and that in many cases these skills are not available among ' 

'professional library staffs. 

,ADMI,NISTRATIVE SYSTEMS AND PROCEDURES 

Sîmúltaneously with the.increased.influence of behavioral science on 
mànagement;:•libraries have seen substantive and important developmenta.in 
the technical'aápects óf management. This is reflected in the, continued 
evolution•of managementiaystems and processes oriented toward describing, 
fdrmalizing, and ratiôgalizing the-allocation of librarieB' financialand 
ehuman resources. 

 Budgeting practices are changing to meet manágerial and political 
needs. 'While many librarïes' budgets ire dictated by legislative or • 
/institutional requirement's, 'some have gone beyond those requirements to 
tlevelod'budgeting p'ocessea aimed at assisting he internal det,ialon-making 
Process. Slime have experimented with a Planning ,.Programmiñg, Budgeting 
,Sys'teth (PPBS),'bthers tirade worked with program budgeting, and•etill others 
use zero báse•bndgeting. Some libraries have 'established cost accoenting 
systems to describe.more preCisely where resources go and who is receiving 
the resulting benefits. In all instances the intent is to develop a fuller 
iinderstanding»of what  various activities host Ind what they'are worth in 
terms of leiels and types of ,u'se: And while a no single budgeting technique 

 has ,been-identified as best for all situations, the literature is rich tiith 
descriptions and analyses.of thebe nefits of a variety of approaches. 

Relátecl, to the'emphasis on new, more constructive budgeting techniques 
is the rise.of planning activities in'libraries. In smaller libraries 
planning tends to remain the personal responsibility of 'the director.' But 
in larger; libaries the requirements for data'cpllection land analy is have 
frequently led to the appointment'of staff officers with explicit duties 
for preparing both short-range and long-range plans. Again,•.the intent is 
to utilize planning techniques to help'move the library from a reactive to 
a proactive mode, and' the.relationship of planning to budgeting is typically 
close'and even synergistic' • 

Another approach to the rational review and ;redesign of libraryiefforts 
can'be found in the growing, number of goalie and ob jectives programs as 
evidenced by various reports and discuásions.. These range from experimental 



ptograms in small, specialized libraries to total systems of mission ' 
statement, broad ongoing objectives, and mdre specific unit performance 
goals covering entire large library systems. The programs have. frequently 
been costly and time-consuming to develop but have led in some instances •.• 
to real change in the way libraries organize, plan, and evaluate their 
work. In'at least a few ¿ases, the goals development process has been 
used on an individual basis. The design difficulties inherent in adapting , 

'the classic Management by Oö'jectives (MBO) appróach to non-profit 
organizations with difficult-to-measure services have not deterred libraries 
from the effort to define more specifically what, it is they are all about 
and how they might know when they are operating successfully. . 

-The latter issue--the measurement of library performance--has led to 
programs .ito determine library effectiveness that go beyond the traditional 
measures based on collection size and circulati on. The difficulties in 
measuring the€effectiveness of services that are not always susceptible to 
quantification have led to efforts aimed at describing morb specifically 
,what library effectiveness really means, The luxury of 'being satisfied . 
with efficient performance of traditional library açtivities has been mab 

. in6Petable by an economic environment that demands continued re-eValuatio 
of thh relative value of the activities. In addition, the implementation 
'of new services, puch as computer-based searching., requires Ehe`elimination 
or diminishing o$ some existing services. The need then is for.effective- 
ness pleasures to assist managers in deciding which servicés stay, which gó; 
and which are reduced. Again, the literature provides some innovative, 
approaches to this bask issue, giving examples of current practice and 
descriptions of research. 

RESEARCH AND 'DEVELOPMENT 

The scope of research and development in library management has 
broedenej with the increased challenges facing administrators. Much of 
this research haé been carried out by teams funded for specific projects, 
some by faculty and graduate to students at library schools , some at the. 
Association of Research Libraries' Of office of university library Management 
'Studies, and some by research 'offices that are part of operating libraries,. 
such as the Joint University Libraries' Office of Research and Development 
and the Purdue Library's Instructional Media Research Unit. Support for 
library research has been generated by government funding agencies, by , 
.private foundations such as the Council on Library Resources,'Inc., and in  
some instances by allocations from individual libraries' budgets. 

Of increased importance in library research has been the application 
'of operations research techniques to librarías. WHile the literature in 
this area has grown substantially, to date there has been little apparent 
impact on specific libraries',, operations, partially because of ,the need 



'for some changes in the typical relationship between operations research 
staff and operating librarians that might move toward facilitating more ' 
practical applications of research results., Issues that hive been dealt 
with in operations research studies include book selection, journal,  
selection, loan periods, weeding, resource allocation, and personnel 
scheduling. Techniques have ranged from linear programming and queuing 
theory analysis to the development of statistical models. Such research 
has produced valuable insights into how policy decisions can affect both 
the level and intensity of library use. 

Other research and development efforts have focused on the need for 
libraries to generate rational changé through innovative analytical and 
decision- making procedures. One approach has been the development of 
organizati onal self-study programs in which library staff identify strengths 
and weaknesses among the librarlY's management systems and procedures and 
recommend changes. While thip process in the past has dccurred in an ad 
hoe fashion with committees or individual administrators dealing with 
specific areas of interest, there are several recent examples of compre-
hensive, Structured, self-study programs involving large numbers of staff. 
One such program, the Association of Research Libraries' Management Review 
add Analysis Program (MRAP), has been applied in 22 ARL member libraries. 
The Council on Library Recourses-funded Academic Library Development 
Program at the University.of North Carolina at Charlotte is another example. 
In other instances, individual libraries have designed and operated their 
own self- studies without outside assistance. The programs, have been 
experimental in nature and have recognized the organizational benefits of 
developing among staff a greater awareness of organizational constraints 
and a stronger commitment to alleviating the impact of those. constraints 
on organizational performance. 

There are, of course, many other areas of library research and devel- 
opmeht., but those discussed and listed 1tre•are among the most significant 
'for library managers. 

ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE 

Organizations tend to foster the continuation of the statbq quo, but 
both internal and external pressures produce change in all organizations. 
External, or environmental, pressures include inflation, reducedublic 
support, technological developments, and increased client needs. -Internal 
pressures include changing staff values and attitudes and the tension that 
develops within organizations operating with stable or declining budgets. 
To the degree that these kinds of forces are tperating, it is not so much 
a matter of whether an organization will change, but rather how it will , 

4change and whether it will control and'influence change ór simply react 
to it as it occurs. 
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The approaches to hhange that have developed in libraries represent 
attempts to place the organization in a proactive rather than reactive , 
stanée.'.These approaches frequently include attempts to gain further 
understanding of environmental factors, but usually lead to internal changes 
.designed'to deal more effectively with largely unchangeable external'factorát 

In the past, the use of external consultants by libraries was relatively 
common, but as librarians hâve ré-emphasized their professional status and. 
their. full membership and cotipitment to the enterprise, new'staff-based.• 
problem-solving.strategies have evolved. The increase in the,number of 
library faculties in academic libraries is€one indicator of this process  
for while the incentives.for faculty status often have been described in 
teams of personal prerogatives such as tenure ánd Sabbatical leave, a 

, definite Consequence of,the movement toward faculty status has been a . . 
substantive increase in the professional staff's involvement in organiza-
tional decision-making. And while there is evidence that this process is 
not painless, and that it is not. always positive and productive, it is 
apparently here to stay. 

But even in library organisstioits without faculty or academic status; 
new internal change processes are being developed and used with increased 
frequency. In many libraries, the task. force approach to problem-solving 
has replaced the traditibnel, hierarchically-based approach. .The 
advantages cited for use of,ta k forces include: The availability of. 
a variety of perspectives..to a problem; the ability to-Share the actual 
work of problem-solving; the development of staff understanding of the 
constraints facing.management; the enhancement of staff commitment to 
programs that they have had a.hand in develóping; atld the development of 
a collaborative, rather than competitive, climate within the organizations 

. There are, of course, disadvantagéá to the task force approach. Task 
forces require time to develop as effective groups, and'many decisions 
require mare expedltioùà action. It also is possible to overuse the task 
forte approach on issues of _little importance. And finally, there is the • 
possibility thatytask•forces will develop dction plans that will'not work 
or that are' unacceptable to the administration. But in many instances  
where these risks have been recognized and accepted, the effective use of 
task forces has led to substantive and constructive organizational Change.. 

The literature includeá many reports of the task force.approaeh,aid 
of the impact of faculty status on library governance.  And there is some 
indication that what has been loosely called "participatory management" 
may be represented by the shared commitment to programs developed. by 
management and staff working together to identify and achieve organizational" 
goals. 
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is divided into four sections, each covering a major facet of library 
automation: (1) An-introduction to library data processing; (2) the 
systems approach'to' development and an evaluation of its applicatiods 

to library data processing; (3) an introduction to computer technology; 
and (4) an anaaysis of vatious library subsystems and descriptions 
of operational examples In administrhtion, 6rdering, cataloging, 
circulation,,,serials, interlibrary loans, and information services... 

-Lyle, Guy R. Thè•Aanin£atration"of the College Library. 4th ed. New 
York: H. W. Wilson,. 1974.` 

This bookie, intended to be a generalised text for those intereste4 
. 'in the' policies, procedures,, functions, and technology of academic 

librarianship.. Included are descriptive chapters on acquisitions, 
cataloging, and circulation. Personnel, business and financial affairs, 
facilitieg, and equipment are among the organizational and operational 
subjects discussed. The author concludes that while the'literature on 



academic librarianship since 1961 suggests significant changes, the 
actual impact on the operations of academic libraries has been less 
drbmatic. 

Price, Douglas S. Real Costs fol' Information Manager9., Keynote Address 
at the National Library Week Symposium III, Minneapolis, Minnesota, April ' 
20-21, 1972, 25pp. ED 061 469. 

Management of an information function requires detailed knowledge of 
what is being spent, how`it is spent, and what is received in return. 
Building blgpk cost analysis is designed to provide the information 
system manager with precisely the information he needs. This theory 
is based on two premises: (1) The most effective display of information' 
systems costs•is in terms of unit costs, and (2) unit costs are 
.meaningful only in a framework that includes all system costs. An 
example illustrating building block cost analysis is provided.- 

Rogers, Rutherford, D., and Weber, David C. , University Library Administration. 
New York: H. W. Wilson, 1971.  
'Problems in university library organization from the late 1960e for 
'lib`rar'ians, library school students, and other academic personnel are 
surveyed from an administrative perspective. Program and policy deter-
mination are discussed in relation to organizational, financial, . 
personnel , and communications aspects of university libraries,'and to 
bibliographic control, special materials, and technical and readers' 

services .

Research and Development  

Improvement in library performance requires some investment in the 
systematic study of problems. The operation of libraries is becoming too 
complex to rely totally on improvisation,-.expediency, or intuition., While 
most librari es do not mhintain an office of research and development, many 
do invest in local stugties. And there are groups within the profession 
 dedicated to this type of activity.. The literature describe,, some local 
studies, the availability of evaluation procedures, the nature of offices 

. doing research,-and problem areas deserving further study. 

Baumier, J. V., and Baumler, J. L. "A Simulation of Reserve Book Activities 
in a College Library Using GPSS/360." College and Research Libraries, 36 
(Nay, 1975), 222-227. 

The reserve book activities of i typical college library were analyzed 
by means of a computer simulation. 

Baumol, William J.. and Marcus, Matityahu. Economics of Academic Libraries. 
Washington,' D.C.: Amerfcan Council op Education, 1973: 

Boomer; Michael. "Operations Rehearcb in Libraries: A Critical Assessment." 
Journal of the American) Society for Information Science, 26 (May-June, 1975), 
137-139. 



The major reasons that seem to be preventing operations research from 
achieving its potential and fulfilling'the expectations of its , 
proponents in library management are explored. 

Booz, Allen and Hamilton,, Inc. Prob'ems in Unibereity Library Management. 
1970. 68pp. ED 053 727. 

The primary purpóse of this•study is to identify the management 
problems of research Libraries. It suggests some approaches to solving 
these problems and sets priorities for action., The disqussion focuses 
on the future, and attention is directed to topics that promise to be
significant in the cohtext of the anticipated operating environment for 
research libraries. Areas in which'imped.iments to effective university. 
lib'arySnánagement exist are: (1) Planning, -(2) objectives and,require-
ments, (3) operations, (4) organization, (5) staffing, (6) facilities, 
(7) financing. and (8) interinstitutional arrangements.. 

De Prospo, Ernest R. "Libraiy Measurement. A Management Tool." Library 
Journal, 98 (December 15, 1973), 3605-3607. 

An argument is presented in favor of finding new methods of measuring 
and evaluating library performance. 

Kaser,,David. "Evaluation of Adeiinistrative Services." Library Trends, 
22 (January, 1974), 257-264. . 

This article reviews a variety of techniques for evaluating management 
in libraries. 

Licklider, J. C. Libraries of the Future. Cambridge. Massachusetts:. 
The M.I.T. Press, 1965. 

"Operations Research: Implications for Libraries," Library Quarterly, 
42 (January, 1972). 

This entire issue is devoted to the Proceedings of thé Thirty-Fifth 
Annual, Conference of the Graduate Library Schbol,'University of 
Chicago, August 2-4, 1971. 

Plumb, Philip W..' "The.Camb'tiJge•University Library Management Research 
Unie." Library Association Record, 73 (October. 1971). 187-188, 

The Research Unit at Cambridge University'studies methods leading to. 
increased effectiveness and efficiency in academic libraries: 

Slathecka, Vladimir. "A Selective Bibliography on Library Operations Research."
Library Quartgriy, 42 (January, 1972), 152-158. 

The items in this bibliography employ or discuss the scientific method 
as it is applied to problems of library management. References are 
grouped into fot(r categories: General, Mathematical Programming, 
Modeling, and Systems Analysis. • Citations are from 1955-1970. 

Vaughn, William J., and Dunn, J. D. A Model for Conducting Job Satisfaction 
Research in On-Going Organisations. 1972. 37pp. ED 066 181. 

Job satisfaction.is the feeling employees have about their pay, work, 
promotion opportunities), co-workers, and supervisors. The model for 
conducting job satisfaction research suggested in this study gives 
specific attention to: (1) Hov job satisfaction can fie measured; 
(2) the major pitfalls likely•to be encountered by those conducting 
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such research; and (3) how job satiafaation • data can be obtáined, 
analyzed, and interpreted by management. 

Organizational Change 

. Envirdnmental and internal pressuíes act in,cóncert to force library 
managers to experiment with management techniques and processes that will 
lead to more effectively functioning organizatibns. These experiments 
inclùde: Restructuring orgañizations; introducing innovative problem-
solving methods, using temporary work/project groups to supplement the 
traditional library organization', and acting more aggressively to deal 
with the external forces that influence internal operations. Available 
literature describès individual library efforts in this area and also
provides informati on on tools and techniques available for local 
application. 

Axford, H. William. "The Interrelations of Structure, Governance and 
Effective Resource Utilization in Academic Libraries." Library Trends, 
23 (April, 1975), 551-571. 

Bone,'Larry Earl, ed. "Community Analysis and Libraries," Library Trends, 
24 (January, 1976). 

The prepent state of c mnunity analysis in libraries is the topic 
of this entire issue. 

Coping with Change: The Challenge for research Libraries. Minutes of the.
Meeting (82nd, May 11-12, 19?3, New Orleans, Louisiana). Washington, D.C.:
Association of ¿esearch Libraries, May, 1973. 121pp. ED 082 790. 

Thé program elements of this meeting focus on what research libraries 
are doing in response to opportunities to meet the challenges of 
changing educational trends, the threats of shifting: financial bases, 
and improved technigyes in management and operation.

De Gennaro, Richard. "Austerity, Technology, and Resource Sharing: 
Research Libraries Face the Future." Library Journal  , 100 (May 15, 1975), 
917-923.. 

In a new era of austerity in Academic libraries, more realihtic' 
concepts of collection building will have to be adapted, and new 

. patterns of service will have, to be devised. 

DeProspo, Ernest R. "The•Use of Community Analysis in the Measurement 
Prociesa." Library Trends, 24 (Januarf 1976), 557-567. 

This article explores the increasing difficulty that library decision-
makers will face in proving the value of libraries to society and 
suggests appropriate questions for them to ask in their use pf 
community analysis. 



Dillon, Howard W. "Organizing the Acáderaic Library for Instruction." 
Journal, of Academic Worarirmship, 1- (September, 197), 4-7. - 

An experiment was designed that successfully put administrative 
matters into the hands of non-librarians to free librarians for 

. collection development, instruction of`stddents, and involvement 
with faculty in other university programs. 

Drucker, Peter F. "Managing the Public Service Institution." College 
and Research Libraries, 37 (January, 1976),'4-'14. 

Important factors in managing a public service institution include 
knowipg the publics served, phasing ,ut.an old program when intro- 
ducing a new one, defining the roles of administrators and professionals, 
integrating individuals with'the institution,, and máking the public 
aware of the value of the service performed. 

McGrath, William E. Development of a Long-Range Strdtegic Plan for a 
Univeráity Library; The CornelliExperience: Chronicle. and Evaluati of . 
the First Year's Effort''' Ithaca, New York: Cornell University., Unive rsity 
Libraries,. February, 1973. 191pp. ED 077 511.  

This report ded ribes, chronicles, and evaluates for the academic 
library community at large the Cornell University long-range•-planning
effort. •The three-way association between Cornell University Libraries, 
the Council on Library Resources, which provided the financial resources, 
and the American Management Assotiation, which provided the expertise, 
will prove interesting to other libiàries. 

Michalko, James. "Management by Objectives and the Academic Library: A 
Critical Overview." Librnrg Quarterly, 45 (July, 1975), 325-352. 

A general criticism of the management by o$jhctives approach is 
given, the relevant research is detailed, and the possibilities for 
management by objectives in the academic library are explored. 

Webster, Duane t. "The Management Review and Analysis Program: An 
Assisted Self-Study to Secure Constructive Change in'the Management of 
Research Libraries." College and Research Libraries, 35 (March, 1974), 

 114-125. ' 
The Management Review and Analysis Program, an assisted self-study 
strategy for large academic and research libraries, helps libraries 
to review and analyze their current management policies and practices 
and provides guidelines for the application of contemporary principles 
of management to the improtrement of library programs. 

Webster,.Duane, and Gardner, Jeffrey. "Strategies for Improving the 
Performance of Academic Libraries." Journal,of Academic Librarianship, 
1 (May, 1975), 13-18. 
. The efforts of universities to re-examine the nature and objectives 

of higher education in the light of budgetary pressures, the changing 
technology for instruction and resesïch, and the expending needs of users 

. • are pressures that confront librarians with opportunities as well as 
problems. 



Yavarkdvaky, Jerome, and Haas, Warren JA:, The Columbia Univeratty Management 
Program. Paper presented at the GeneralCoú n cil Meeting of the Internatioñal 
Federation of Library Associations, Washington, D.Q., November,.1974. lOpp. 
ED' 107'263. 	

In 1971 a manageient consulting firm undertook'a cane study Of the 
Cdlum'bia'Un'versity libraries to improve library performance by 
reviewing and strengthening the organization.and.recasting staff 
compoàition and deployment patterns. An administrative structure 
was proposed that would emphasize functional relationships and take 
full advantage of subject and operat ional specialties`among the staff. 
The final report of the study was thoroughly reviewed by library staff 
of all levels, and opportunities were provide& for staff input. Ting 
ilibratw's ongoing program of,operatiónal planning is taking place in 
the context of fully documented organization. Each operating unit 
find position is fully defined, and a program accounting budget has 
been developed to provide additional data. 

Selected Gener al Mana:ement Readings 

Ackoff, Russell L. A Concept of Corporate Planning. New York: Wiley- 
Itterscience, 1970. 158pp. 

A`clear, concise, and percep tive explanation id offered of what 
, planning is, how it might be accomplished, and what its benefits 
are to an organization. 

Cleveland, Harlan.. The Future Executive, An Indexed Edition. Guide for  A 
'Tomorrow' sManagers. New York: Harper b Row, 1972. 144pp. 

Intended for aspiring managers, this book describes some of the skills 
and attitudes needed by managers to cope with ,change, complexity, and 
turmoil in organizations. The authot offers numerous hints and insights 
that will aid the líbrarmanager in understanding the environment. 

Drucker, Peter F. Manaement: Tasks, Responsibilities, Practices. g New 
York: Harper & Row, 1974. 839pp. 	

This book can serve as a basic reference on important aspects of 
management practice . Thé author is a leading management authority, 
and his earlier works also are worth reviewi ng (i.e., The Practice 
of Management, The Effective Executive, and The Ag e of Discontinuity). 
While this work draws upon some of these earlier works, it is more, 
comprehensive and can be used as a self-ins truction tool or as a 
guide for designing and conducting manageme nt projects., 

Fiedler,. Fred E., and Chewers, Martin M. Leadership and Effective
Managements. Çlenview, Illinois: Scott, Foresman and Co., 1974. 166pp. 

Getting people to work toward a common goal is the topic'of this 
book. Leadership in organizations is dealt with in terms of who gets 
to be a leader, how leaders behave, and what makes leaders effective. 
A key element of the book is the contingency model of organizational 
leadership that relates factors of personality, situation, and followers 
to the determination of appropriate leadership style. 



Kest, F emont E., and Rosenzweig, James E. Organization and Management: 
'A Sjste~s Approach. 2nd ed. New York: McGraw-Kill', 1974. 654pp. 

This contemporary textbook on organization theory and Management 
includes the view that organizations are open, dynamic systems . 
continually changing and responding to forces in the environment. 
The authors. view organization within a broad, conceptual, scheme, that 
treats goals, values, technology, structure, behavior, environment, 
and subsystems with complex interrelationships. A particularly 
useful section examines the role of professionals in organizations 
and presents comparative organizational analyses of institutions ., 
such as hospitals and universities: 

Levinson,,Harry. .The Great-Jackass Fallacy. Cambridge, Massachusetts: 
Harvard Business School, Division of Research, 1973. 178pp. (Distributed 
by Harvard 1Jni"ersity Press.) 

The .focus of-this work is human motivation. A manager's answers to 
the questíons„why to people work, what are people striving for, and 
what forces do people respond to—form the basis for management 
philosophy and style. The author reviews the development of theory ' 
and practice relating to work and motivation and argues that the 
Carrot/stick Approach to motivation is the major obstacle to improved. 
organizational performance. For those students of library organizations 
who have been unable to find suitable explanat ions for the morâle and 
attitude prob lems of staffs in large libraries, this work will prove 
provocative. 

Lopez, Felix M.' The Making of a Manager: Guidelines to His WO Selection 
and Promtion. New  York: American Management Association, Inc., 1970. 
291pp. 

This,books is  intended for the top executive interested in improving 
the wayshe or she identifies,.motivates, and develops those individuals 
who fill Supervisory and managerial roles in the organization.. the 
Stress is on manpower planning with the aim of alleviating the managerial 
crises that most organizations face. ,Useful elements include: 
Description of the characteristics -of an effective manager, aids for 
identifying managerial, potential, and an analysis of. what motivatçé 
the young manager. 

Miner, John B. The Challenge of Managing. Philadelphia : W. B. Saunders 
Co., 1975.. 384pp. 

The aim of this book is to help the individual become a more effective 
manager. Because of this'practical orientation, the Book does not, 
focus on what constitutes management functions (i.e., planning, • 
org nizing, and controlling), but instead looks at the day-to-day 
proSlems faced by managers and suggests ways of analyzing and resolving,. 
them.,, The problem of dealing with unsatisfactory performance, for 
example, • is examindd from a variety of perspectives including:' 
Emotional, motivational, work group, organization structure and policy, 
and the nature of the work itself. The author also looks at why 
managers fail and makes suggestions for avoiding managerial obsolescence. 
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Sikes, Walter W.; Schlesinger,' Lawrence E.;. and Seashore, Charles N. 
Renewing Higher Education from Within. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1974. 
184pp. 

An analysis of changea in colleges and universitiesZis provided iñ 
this book, combining ideas about the 'dynamics of academic Institutions, 
with suggestions for introducing and managing a change program in se 
campus setting. A feature of the book is a.set of guidelines for 
starting an action-research team, diagnosing a set of citcumstances, 
and setting goals for improvement. 

Wren, Daniel A. The Evolution of Management Thought. New York:, The 
Ronald Press Co., 1912. 556pp.  

Understanding the evolution ofmanagement thought will help library 
managers put into perspective some of the forces-inflùencing the 
development'of contemporary library management practice. This source 
identifies and integrates the many concepts (e.g., job enlargement, 
participation in management, and the'Hawthorne effect), and people. 
(e.g., Mary Parker Follett, Charles Babbage, and Frederick Taylor) 
comprisi4g the rich intellectual heritage of management theory and 
research. While the problems of getting work done by people may 
have'teeained the same over the years, it is clear that the solutions 
change as.we learn more and sharpen diagnostic tools and as the values 
of society shift.  

Significant Journals and Serials  

Covering Library Management  

ARL Management Supplement, Association of Research Libraries, Office of 
University Library Management Studies, 1527 New Hampshire Avenue, N.W., 
Washington, D.C.,20036. 

A series that reviews current activities of academic libraries in 
spe cific management areas s4ch as: Planning, budgeting, management 
training  , and performance appraisal. 

College and Research Libraries, Association of College and Research 
Libraries, American Library Association, 50 E. Huron Street, Chicago, 
Illinois 60611. 

The Journal of Academic Librarianship, P.O. Box 3496, Boulder, Colorado 
80303.. 

Journal of the American Society for Information Science, 11$5 16th Street, 
N.W., Suite 210, Washington, D.C. 20036. 

Library Journal, R. R. Bowker Company, P.O. Box 67, Whitineville, Massa- 
chusetts 01588. 

The libr ary Quarterly, The University of Chicago Press 0.1030 S. Langley 
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 606281 



Library Trends, University of Illinois Press, Urbana, Illinois-61801. 

OMS Occasional Paper, Association of Reiearch Libraries, Office of 
University Library Management Studies, 1527 New Hampshire Avenue, N.W., 
Washington, D.C. 20036. 

A series that proposes guidêlines for systems design In,areas such 
as policies, planning, goals and objectives, and the management of 
t6mputer-based bibliographic 'searching. 

The material in this publication was prepared pursuant 
to a contract with the National Institute of Education, 
United States Department of Health, Education and Welfare.
Contractors undertaking each projects under government
sponsorship are encouraged to express.freely their 
judgement in professional and technical matters. Prior 
to publication, this manuscript was submitted to the 
director of the.Stanford Libraries for critical review 
and determination of professional competence. This 
publication has met such standards. Pointa of view 
or opinions, however, do not necessarily represent the 
official view or opinion of either the reviewer or the 
National Institute of Education. 

Contract No. NIE-C-74-0027. 
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